536	DEFINITIONS
conscious (?.v.). Consciousness is the function or activity1
which maintains the relation of psychic contents with the
ego. Consciousness is not identical with psyche, since, in
my view, psyche represents the totality of all the psychic
contents, and these are not necessarily all bound up
directly with the ego, i.e. related to it in such a way that
they take on the quality of consciousness. There exist
a great many psychic complexes and these are not all,
necessarily, connected with the ego2.
13. Constructive: This concept is used by me in an
equivalent sense to synthetic^ almost in fact as an illustra-
tion of the latter concept. Constructive means 'building
up'. I employ * constructive' and' synthetic \ in describing
a method that is opposed to the reductive8. The con-
structive method is concerned with the elaboration of
unconscious products (dreams, phantasies, etc.). It takes
the unconscious product as a basis or starting point, as
a symbolical (q.v.) expression, which, stretching on ahead
as it were, represents a coming phase of psychological
development4. In this connection, Maeder actually speaks
of a prospective function of the unconscious, which half
playfully anticipates the future psychological develop-
ment5. Adler, too, recognises an Anticipatory function
of the unconscious6. It is obvious that the product of the
unconscious must not be regarded as a finished thing, a
sort of end-product; for in this case it would be dis-
1	Cf. Riehl (*. Einf. in die PHl,t 161), who regards consciousness
as both " activity " and " process ".
2	Jung, The Psychology of Dementia Pracox,
8 Jung, Content of the Psychoses (Collected Papers, 2nd edn., ch.
xiii, p. 312)
4	A detailed example of this is to be found in Jung, Psych, and
Path, of so-called Occult Phenomena (Collected Papers^ind edn,)
5	Maeder, The Dream Problem (Monograph Series.   Nervous and
Mental Disease Pub, Co,, New York)
« Adler, The Neurotic Constitution.    •

